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Getting Started with Impala
2014-09-25

learn how to write tune and port sql queries and other statements for a big data environment using impala the massively parallel
processing sql query engine for apache hadoop the best practices in this practical guide help you design database schemas that
not only interoperate with other hadoop components and are convenient for administers to manage and monitor but also
accommodate future expansion in data size and evolution of software capabilities written by john russell documentation lead for
the cloudera impala project this book gets you working with the most recent impala releases quickly ideal for database
developers and business analysts the latest revision covers analytics functions complex types incremental statistics subqueries
and submission to the apache incubator getting started with impala includes advice from cloudera s development team as well
as insights from its consulting engagements with customers learn how impala integrates with a wide range of hadoop
components attain high performance and scalability for huge data sets on production clusters explore common developer tasks
such as porting code to impala and optimizing performance use tutorials for working with billion row tables date and time based
values and other techniques learn how to transition from rigid schemas to a flexible model that evolves as needs change take a
deep dive into joins and the roles of statistics

Interactive SQL on the AS/400
1995-01-01

this text on the syntax and use of interactive sql on the as 400 relates the principles of relational database theory to the practice
of data management on the as 400 it introduces the relational database model and defines sql

Interactive SQL on the AS/400
1995

sql is the international standard language for creating and maintaining relational databases this book is a compendium of
information about sql and relational database design development and maintenance the nine mini books cover the full spectrum
of issues that arise in building using and maintaining relational database systems book i sql concepts book ii relational database
development book iii sql queries book iv data security book v sql and programming book vi sql and xml book vii database tuning
overview book viii appendixes

SQL All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies
2007-06-15

the most complete and practical guide to mysql version 5 s powerful sql dialect mysql version 5 offers a sql dialect with immense
power in sql for mysql developers rick f van der lans helps you master this version ofsql and take advantage of its full potential
using case study examplesand hands on exercises van der lans illuminates every key concept technique and statement
including advanced features that make iteasier to create even the most complex statements and programs drawing on decades
of experience as an sql standards team member and enterprise consultant he reveals exactly why mysql s dialect works as it
does and how to get the most out of it you ll gain powerful insight into everything from basic queries to stored procedures
transactions to data security whether you re a programmer developer analyst dba or database user this book can take you from
apprentice to true sql expert if you ve used sql in older versions of mysql you ll become dramatically more effective and if you re
migrating from other database platforms you ll gain practical mastery fast

SQL for MySQL Developers
2007-04-20

sql is a standard interactive and programming language for querying and modifying data and managing databases this task
based tutorial and reference guide takes the mystery out learning and applying sql after going over the relational database
model and sql syntax in the first few chapters veteran author chris fehily immediately launches into the tasks that will get
readers comfortable with sql in addition to covering all the sql basics this thoroughly updated reference contains a wealth of in
depth sql knowledge and serves as an excellent reference for more experienced users
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SQL
2010-04-16

a straightforward account of what sql is how to use it there are step by step procedures for beginners

LAN Times Guide to SQL
1994

in this book you will learn about structured query language sql but with an ibm eserver i5 iseries twist the future seems clear on
this point sql is the direction of the future for ibm s universal database while it is true that the majority of existing databases on
the i5 and iseries were created with dds it s still undeniable that dds will slowly fade from use much like the rpg program cycle
with a practical how to style sql for eserver i5 and iseries first introduces you to the basics essential for any developer to build a
solid foundation then the book examines in detail the many ways in which sql functions on the iseries all possible environments
are explored the traditional 5250 green screen applications the sql scripting tool within iseries navigator and the methods of
accessing iseries databases from within visual basic learn through real life examples of using sql to interact with db2 databases
you ll learn the ins and outs of sub selects joins unions and views as well as tips and techniques for interacting with legacy
applications and so much more though intended for programmers already familiar with sql beginners will appreciate the book s
handy tutorial appendix to get started with sql basics after reading this book you ll see that the i5 iseries platform is far more
than the green screen application server it s often perceived as and that it is indeed one of the finest systems available for use
as a business server today make your database access cutting edge with sql for eserver i5 and iseries in this book you will learn
to incorporate sql into existing iseries business and client side applications embed sql within rpg programs merging the flexibility
of sql with the power of rpg implement referential constraints primary and unique key indexes and check constraints journal
physical files and find out why this task is so important extend your database with user defined functions and procedures use
new gui development tools for running debugging and tuning sql statements

SQL for EServer I5 and ISeries
2004

many database management system dbms tools run on a variety of hardware platforms the differences among the tools can be
many but all serious products have one thing in common they support data access and manipulation in sql the industry standard
language specifically designed to enable people to create and manage databases if you know sql you can build relational
databases and get useful information out of them relational database management systems are vital to many organizations
people often think that creating and maintaining these systems are extremely complex activities the domain of database gurus
who possess enlightenment beyond that of ordinary mortals well sql for dummies 5th edition sweeps away the database
mystique written in easy to understand terms and updated with the latest information on sql this handy reference shows you
step by step how to make your database designs a reality using sql 2003 but you don t have to be a database newbie to find
value in sql for dummies 5th edition even if you have some experience designing and creating databases you may discover a
few things you didn t know about here s just a sampling of some of the things you ll find covered in sql for dummies 5th edition
exploring relational database and sql fundamentals building and maintaining a simple database structure building a multiple
relational database manipulating database data examining sql nuts and bolts values expressions operators and queries
providing database security and protecting your data exploring odbc and jdbc and using sql with xml moving beyond the basics
cursors persistent stored modules and error handling top ten lists on common sql mistakes and retrieval tips plain and simply
databases are the best tools ever invented for keeping track of the things you care about after you understand databases and
can use sql to make them do your bidding you wield tremendous power sql for dummies 5th edition can get you well on your
way to harnessing the power of databases

SQL For Dummies
2003-10-13

this block introduces sql the structured query language the standard language for data management tasks first it introduces you
to sql s facilities for retrieving data from a database using increasingly complex queries then it looks at how to use sql to define
and populate tables define constraints on the data and modify the data held in the database finally it looks at some
programming structures that can be used to embed sql in application processes please note that although this block is intended
to be self contained you will find many of the concepts easier to understand if you have a good knowledge of the relational
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theory of block 2 also the practical skills that are developed in this block are used in blocks 4 and 5 this is a very practical block
and requires the use of the interactive sql interface to the sybase dbms that is supplied on the software cd order code m359
cdr01 and database cards university data summary and hospital data summary order code m359 dbcards

The Database Language SQL
2007-03

learn all you need to know about sql with this one stop resource updated to include information on services and xml this
complete guide also comes with a windows 2000 and xp compatible cd containing 4 databases sql server 2000 ibm db2 version
7 2 sybase and mysql

SQL : The Complete Reference, Second Edition
2002-08-28

an industry consultant shares his most useful tips and tricks for advanced sql programming to help the working programmer
gain performance and work around system deficiencies

Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties
2000

sql language is too voluminous and exposure of every aspect of this huge language is a very tedious task keeping aside the least
utilized features this book is rolled out with focus on the more operational areas of the language it is meant to help you learn sql
quickly by yourself it follows a tutorial approach wherein hundreds of hands on exercises are provided augmented with
illustrations to teach you sql in a short period of time without any exaggeration this book will expose sql in record time provided
that you are a determined self learner this book is ideal for self study and it can also be used as a guide for instructor led
classroom training this book is designed in such a way that you can learn the sql language even if you do not have access to
your pc this work is an attempt to cram the most useful information about sql into a compact guide that will put your exploration
vehicle in the top gear

SQL for Everyone
2015-06-16

as the world wide becomes an increasingly important medium for interactive business communications and electronic commerce
companies need to know how to connect their pages to their enterprise database management systems this work explains how
to use the sybase sql server relational database in conjunction with the world wide aimed at software developers and system
administrators who support database servers and servers the book provides an approach to creating to database and database
to connections illustrated with examples and with sample code the book details tips and tricks for using well known technologies
such as html forms tcl perl java security sybase transact sql and sybase web sql

Sybase SQL Server on the World Wide Web
1996

ibm and the rest of the computer industry are putting most of their dbms development efforts into sql this reference provides
the sql 400 skills that a successful applications developer needs and shows how to create comprehensive complex and
professional sql 400 databases

SQL/400 Developer's Guide
2000

a new edition of this title is available isbn 10 0672330180 isbn 13 9780672330186 sams teach yourself sql in 24 hours third
edition presents the key features of sql structured query language in an easy to understand format with updated code examples
notes diagrams exercises and quizzes new material covers more information on transactions constructs embedded databases
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and object oriented programming in this edition the authors include examples based on a database like mysql a very popular
open source database

Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours
2003

the soup to nuts guide on all things sql sql or structured query language is the international standard language for creating and
maintaining relational databases it is the basis of all major databases in use today and is essential for the storage and retrieval
of database information this fun and friendly guide takes sql and all its related topics and breaks it down into easily digestible
pieces for you to understand you ll get the goods on relational database design development and maintenance enabling you to
start working with sql right away provides an overview of the sql language and examines how it is integral for the storage and
retrieval of database information includes updates to sql standards as well as any new features explores sql concepts relational
database development sql queries data security database tuning and more addresses the relationship between sql and
programming as well as sql and xml if you re looking for an up to date sequel to the bestelling first edition of sql all in one for
dummies then this is the book for you

SQL All-in-One For Dummies
2011-03-10

learn various commercial and open source products that perform sql on big data platforms you will understand the architectures
of the various sql engines being used and how the tools work internally in terms of execution data movement latency scalability
performance and system requirements this book consolidates in one place solutions to the challenges associated with the
requirements of speed scalability and the variety of operations needed for data integration and sql operations after discussing
the history of the how and why of sql on big data the book provides in depth insight into the products architectures and
innovations happening in this rapidly evolving space sql on big data discusses in detail the innovations happening the
capabilities on the horizon and how they solve the issues of performance and scalability and the ability to handle different data
types the book covers how sql on big data engines are permeating the oltp olap and operational analytics space and the rapidly
evolving htap systems you will learn the details of batch architectures understand the internals and how the existing hive engine
is built and how it is evolving continually to support new features and provide lower latency on queries interactive architectures
understanding how sql engines are architected to support low latency on large data sets streaming architectures understanding
how sql engines are architected to support queries on data in motion using in memory and lock free data structures operational
architectures understanding how sql engines are architected for transactional and operational systems to support transactions
on big data platforms innovative architectures explore the rapidly evolving newer sql engines on big data with innovative ideas
and concepts who this book is for business analysts bi engineers developers data scientists and architects and quality assurance
professionals div

SQL on Big Data
2016-11-17

provides detailed information about transact sql programming and shows specific differences between the microsoft and sybase
versions of the language

Transact-SQL Programming
1999

in just 24 lessons of one hour or less you will learn professional techniques to design and build efficient databases and query
them to extract useful information using a straightforward step by step approach each lesson builds on the previous one
allowing you to learn the essentials of ansi sql from the ground up example code demonstrates the authors professional
techniques while exercises written for mysql offer the reader hands on learning with an open source database included are
advanced techniques for using views managing transactions database administration and extending sql step by step instructions
carefully walk you through the most common sql tasks q as quizzes and exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your
knowledge notes and tips point out shortcuts and solutions new terms are clearly defined and explained learn how to use sql
2003 the latest standard for the structured query language design and deploy efficient secure databases build advanced queries
for information retrieval sort group and summarize information for best presentation tune databases and queries for maximum
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performance understand database administration and security techniques for more than ten years the authors have studied
applied and documented the sql standard and its application to critical database systems ryan stephens and ron plew are
entrepreneurs speakers and cofounders of perpetual technologies inc pti a fast growing it management and consulting firm
which specializes in database technologies they taught database courses for indiana university purdue university in indianapolis
for five years and have authored more than a dozen books on oracle sql database design and the high availability of critical
systems arie d jones is senior sql server database administrator and analyst for pti he is a regular speaker at technical events
and has authored several books and articles category database covers ansi sql user level beginning intermediate register your
book at informit com title 9780672330186 for convenient access to updates and corrections as they become available

Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours
2008-05-30

this is the second edition of the popular practitioner s guide to sql the industry standard database query language like most
computer languages sql can be overwhelming when you first see it but for years readers have relied on this book to clear the
confusion and explain how sql works and how to use it effectively packed with tips tricks and good information sql clearly
explained second edition teaches database users and programmers everything they need to know to get their job done including
formulating sql queries understanding how queries are processed by the dbms maximizing performance using sql to enter
modify or delete data creating and maintaining database structural elements and embedding sql in applications features
updated and expanded to include changes in the sql standard sql 1999 as well as recently implemented aspects of sql 92
includes cd with examples from the book as well as mysql a popular open source dbms on which the examples are based
enhanced with extra features available online at mkp com second edition of classic sql handbook updated to cover changes in
the sql language standard sql 1999 includes cd with mysql software

SQL Clearly Explained
2003-05-28

includes coverage of oracle and microsoft sql implementations in just 24 lessons of one hour or less sams teach yourself sql in
24 hours sixth edition helps you use sql to build effective databases efficiently retrieve data and manage everything from
performance to security this book s straightforward step by step approach shows you how to work with database structures
objects queries tables and more in just hours you will be applying advanced techniques including views transactions web
connections and powerful oracle and sql server extensions every lesson builds on what you ve already learned giving you a rock
solid foundation for real world success step by step instructions carefully walk you through the most common sql tasks practical
hands on examples show you how to apply what you learn quizzes and exercises help you test your knowledge and stretch your
skills notes and tips point out shortcuts and solutions learn how to define efficient database structures and objects normalize raw
databases into logically organized tables edit relational data and tables with dml manage transactions write effective well
performing queries categorize summarize sort group and restructure data work with dates and times join tables in queries use
subqueries and combine multiple queries master powerful query optimization techniques administer databases and manage
users secure databases and protect data use views synonyms and the system catalog extend sql to the enterprise and internet
master important oracle and microsoft extensions to ansi sql register your product at informit com register for convenient access
to downloads updates and corrections as they become available

SQL in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself
2015-12-11

sql 1999 is the best way to make the leap from sql 92 to sql 1999 but it is much more than just a simple bridge between the two
the latest from celebrated sql experts jim melton and alan simon sql 1999 is a comprehensive eminently practical account of sql
s latest incarnation and a potent distillation of the details required to put it to work written to accommodate both novice and
experienced sql users sql 1999 focuses on the language s capabilities from the basic to the advanced and the ways that real
applications take advantage of them throughout the authors illustrate features and techniques with clear and often entertaining
references to their own custom database gives authoritative coverage from an expert team that includes the editor of the sql 92
and sql 1999 standards provides a general introduction to sql that helps you understand its constituent parts history and place in
the realm of computer languages explains sql 1999 s more sophisticated features including advanced value expressions
predicates advanced sql query expressions and support for active databases explores key issues for programmers linking
applications to sql databases provides guidance on troubleshooting internationalization and changes anticipated in the next
version of sql contains appendices devoted to database design a complete sql 1999 example the standardization process and
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more

SQL: 1999
2002

ibm s definitive db2 udb v7 1 application development reference and exam study guide for the os 390 and z os platforms an
official ibm self study guide for the db2 udb v7 1 family application development exam 514 expert db2 programming tips
techniques and guidelines from application development experts covers data structures sql stored procedures programming
language environments debugging tuning and more cd rom contains complete db2 application development sample exam the
definitive authoritative guide to db2 os 390 application development certification covers data structures sql stored procedures
programming language environments debugging tuning and much more includes a full section on object relational programming
and other advanced techniques sample test questions help you prepare for the ibm db2 udb v7 1 family application
development exam 514 about the cd the cd rom included with this book contains a complete db2 udb v7 1 family application
development exam 514 sample exam ibm db2 udb version 7 1 for os 390 and z os delivers unparalleled performance scalability
and reliability in today s enterprise business environments now there s a complete authoritative guide to developing applications
with db2 udb v7 1 in both os 390 and z os environments and preparing for the ibm db2 udb v7 1 family application development
exam 514 this comprehensive day to day guide to db2 udb application development is also the only book that delivers the depth
of knowledge professionals need to pass ibm s challenging application development exam for the os 390 and z osplatforms ibm
gold consultant susan lawson presents hundreds of useful tips practical techniques and expert guidelines for every facet of db2
udb application development and every stage of the development process for both os 390 and z os platforms coverage includes
foundations for effective db2 development including an overview of the db2 udb product family and db2 for os 390 data
structures sql basic concepts and coding techniques through advanced olap features star schemas and star joins stored
procedures including the sql procedure language and ibm s stored procedure builder best practices for application testing
debugging and performance tuning the full range of db2 development tools including odbc cli java tm cobol c c rexx caf cics and
rrsaf object relational programming including user defined functions user defined data types and triggers in depth coverage of
locking and concurrency whether you re developing for db2 udb v7 1 in an os 390 or z os environment managing db2 udb v7 1
application development preparing for db2 udb v7 1 family application development or all three db2 udb for os 390 version 7 1
application certification guide will be your single most valuable resource ibm db2 series

DB2 Universal Database for OS/390 V7.1 Application Certification Guide
2002

this book is a one time reference and a solid introduction written from the programmer s point of view that contains hundreds of
examples covering every aspect of java 6 it helps you master the entire spectrum of java 6 from generics to security
enhancements from new applet deployment enhancements to networking from servlets to xml from sound and animation to
database handling from java naming from internationalization to dynamic scripting and groovy and much more

Java 6 Programming Black Book, New Ed
2007-06-28

powerful low cost database development tools make it possible for virtually anybody to create their own database and this
hands on guide makes it fun and easy databases permeate every nook and cranny of our highly connected information intensive
world from atms to personal finance online shopping and networked information management databases have become so
integral to the business environment that nowadays it s next to impossible to stay competitive without the assistance of some
sort of database technology no matter what type or size of business you run but developing your own database can be tricky
whether you want to keep records for a small business or run a large e commerce website developing the right database system
can be a major challenge which is where database development for dummies comes in from data modeling methods and
development tools to internet accessibility and security this comprehensive guide shows you step by step and with illustrations
everything you need to know about building a custom system from the ground up you ll learn to model data accurately design a
reliable functional database deliver robust relational databases on time and on budget build a user friendly database application
put your database on the the book acquaints you with the most popular data modeling methods and shows you how to
systematically design and develop a system incorporating a database and one or more applications that operate on it here s
more of what you ll discover in the book database architecture and how it has evolved how database technology affects
everyday life a structured approach to database development how to create an appropriate data model how to develop a
reliable relational design the complexities that you re likely to encounter in designing a database and how to simplify them
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implementing your design using microsoft access 2000 sql server and other powerful database development tools database
security ten rules to know when creating a database another ten rules to know when creating a database application if you need
a database tailored to you and your company s current and future data storage and management needs this is the book for you
get database development for dummies and discover what it takes to design develop and implement a sophisticated database
system

Database Development For Dummies
2011-05-09

create develop and manage relational databases in real world applications using postgresql about this book learn about the
postgresql development life cycle including its testing and refactoring build productive database solutions and use them in java
applications a comprehensive guide to learn about sql postgresql procedural language and pl pgsql who this book is for if you
are a student database developer or an administrator interested in developing and maintaining a postgresql database then this
book is for you no knowledge of database programming or administration is necessary what you will learn learn concepts of data
modelling and relation algebra install and set up postgresql database server and client software implement data structures in
postgresql manipulate data in the database using sql implement data processing logic in the database with stored functions
triggers and views test database solutions and assess the performance integrate database with java applications detailed
knowledge of the main postgresql building objects most used extensions practice database development life cycle including
analysis modelling documentation testing bug fixes and refactoring in detail postgresql is one of the most powerful and easy to
use database management systems it has strong support from the community and is being actively developed with a new
release every year postgresql supports the most advanced features included in sql standards also it provides nosql capabilities
and very rich data types and extensions all that makes postgresql a very attractive solution in various kinds of software systems
the book starts with the introduction of relational databases with postegresql it then moves on to covering data definition
language ddl with emphasis on postgresql and common ddl commands supported by ansi sql you will then learn the data
manipulation language dml and advanced topics like locking and multi version concurrency control mvcc this will give you a very
robust background to tune and troubleshoot your application the book then covers the implementation of data models in the
database such as creating tables setting up integrity constraints building indexes defining views and other schema objects next
it will give you an overview about the nosql capabilities of postgresql along with hstore xml json and arrays finally by the end of
the book you ll learn to use the jdbc driver and manipulate data objects in the hibernate framework style and approach an easy
to follow guide to learn programming build applications with postgresql and manage a postgresql database instance

Learning PostgreSQL
2015-11-30

2024 update this book teaches newcomers sql the language of databases and includes examples for the most widely used
database systems in all its editions this book has sold more than 150 000 copies and is popular with end users students data
scientists statisticians epidemiologists analysts app developers webmasters and hobbyists thorough cross referencing makes it a
useful desktop reference for experienced sql programmers covers oracle database microsoft sql server microsoft access ibm db2
database mysql postgresql and standard sql hundreds of examples of varied difficulty encourage you to experiment and explore
download the sample database and sql source code to follow along with the examples organize your database in terms of the
relational model master tables columns rows and keys retrieve filter sort and format data use functions and operators to
transform and summarize data create alter and drop database tables answer hard questions by using joins subqueries
constraints conditional logic and metadata create indexes that speed sorts and searches use views to secure and simplify data
access insert update delete and merge data execute transactions to maintain the integrity of your data avoid common pitfalls
involving nulls troubleshoot and optimize queries learn advanced techniques that extend the power of sql contents introduction
1 running sql programs 2 the relational model 3 sql basics 4 retrieving data from a table 5 operators and functions 6
summarizing and grouping data 7 joins 8 subqueries 9 set operations 10 inserting updating and deleting rows 11 creating
altering and dropping tables 12 indexes 13 views 14 transactions 15 advanced sql about the author chris fehily is a statistician
and author living in carmel california

SQL for DB2 and SQL/DS Application Developers
1989

microsoft sql server is a relational database management system developed by the company microsoft the development
language used by command line or through the management studio graphic interface is transact sql tsql an implementation of
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the ansi standard of the sql language used to manipulate and retrieve data dml create tables and define relationships between
them ddl this book develops the design management and administration of databases through the relational language transact
sql

SQL Database Programming (Fifth Edition)
2020-01-31

infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates
people companies and projects

Microsoft SQL SERVER Programming. TRANSACT - SQL
1996-01-15

here is all the practical hands on information you need to build manage and maintain a heterogeneous computing environment
with hardware software and network equipment from a number of different vendors packed with real world case studies and
proven techniques for integrating disparate platforms operating systems and servers handbook of heterogeneous computing is a
one stop non nonsense guide that shows you how to port and develop applications in a heterogeneous environment manage
desktops data access communications and security in a heterogeneous environment and build distributed heterogeneous
systems what is best for your installation should you standardize on the windows environment for both production applications
and office applications should you adopt the windows nt workstation as a standard desktop and use windows nt as the network
operating system handbook of heterogeneous computing details the advantages and disadvantages of these and other
approaches the book also explains the arts of porting and developing applications in a heterogeneous environment using java
cgi perl and other tools how to build interfaces with mainframe legacy systems how to use corba to integrate distributed
database systems while at the same time managing database gateways and interoperability how to manage interlan switching
multicast networking structures sna lan integration and all aspects of enterprise networks and how to use kerberos firewalls pgp
rsa public keys and other tools to assure security in heterogeneous environments heterogeneous computing is here to stay it is
therefore up to corporate end users to make competing products fit into their environments efficiently effectively and
economically handbook of heterogeneous computing gives you t

InfoWorld
2018-01-31

relational databases explores the major advances in relational databases and provides a balanced analysis of the state of the art
in relational databases topics covered include capture and analysis of data placement requirements distributed relational
database systems data dependency manipulation in database schemata and relational database support for computer graphics
and computer aided design this book is divided into three sections and begins with an overview of the theory and practice of
distributed systems using the example of ingres from relational technology as illustration the following chapters focus on
whether relational and relational like systems actually meet business needs ibm s structured query language data system sql ds
tools for database design and programming and secondary access methods and the problem of secondary index selection a
number of quantitative models for assessing the performance of physical databases are also described this text concludes by
assessing some of the most conspicuous trends in relational database research and development this monograph will be of
interest to database designers

Handbook of Heterogeneous Networking
2014-05-23

find the right information and present it the right way take full advantage of all sql server reporting services can do for you
without a way to interpret it the data in your database just sits there doing nothing now you have help this handy guide shows
you how to retrieve data and create reports with the newest version of sql server reporting services so you can deliver both hard
copy and interactive based reports that tell your story discover how to access information from different databases build the
right queries choose the best report type move from other reporting tools deliver reports on demand produce drill down and drill
through reports
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Relational Databases
1983

learn to use oracle 9i to build dynamic data driven sites get step by step details on creating and deploying applications using pl
sql html java xml wml peri and php this book covers everything users need to know to master application development in an
oracle environment using pl sql

Federal Information Processing Standards Publication
2005-12-13

this is the official book on firebirdsql it s being written with the support of the development and management team includes an
extensive set of working real world examples a troubleshooting guide and a guide to migrating existing databases to firebirdsql
this is the only book on the topic appeals to users worldwide especially in europe most people deploy firebird on windows

Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services For Dummies
1991

infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates
people companies and projects

Embedded SQL for DB2
2003

despite its wide availability and usage few developers and dbas have mastered the true power of oracle sqlplus this bestselling
book now updated for oracle 10g is the only in depth guide to this interactive query tool for writing sql scripts it s an essential
resource for any oracle user the new second edition of oracle sqlplus the definitive guide clearly describes how to perform step
by step all of the tasks that oracle developers and dbas want to perform with sqlplus and maybe some you didn t realize you
could perform with oracle sqlplus the definitive guide you ll expertly write and execute script files generate ad hoc reports
extract data from the database query the data dictionary tables customize an sqlplus environment and much more it also
includes a handy quick reference to all of its syntax options and an often requested chapter on sql itself along with a clear
concise and complete introduction this book is truly the definitive guide to sqlplus it s an indispensable resource for those who
are new to sql plus a task oriented learning tool for those who are already using it and an immediately useful quick reference for
every user if you want to leverage the full power and flexibility of this popular oracle tool you ll need this book
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